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                                    Abstract
We can begin this examination of rhetorical form with an artificial but helpful distinction between antilogic as a techne, or set of practical skills, and antilogic as praxis, a more general capacity for action We know from David Roochnik that the term techne was derived from the Indo-European root for “wood,” and that a tekton was a woodworker (1990, 18) Over time, the Greek term came to indicate specific skills “uniquely possessed by one member of the community,” especially those skills that required an ability for making intellectual calculations, so that the technai came to include arithmetic as well as carpentry Roochnik concludes that all such skills are relatively precise (e.g., medicine), have a determinate subject matter (woodworking, numbers), and are value neutral (can be used for good or ill; 20–21) With this working description, we can posit certain features of antilogic that could be classified as “technical”; but we should be careful in doing so, for an over-scrupulous attempt to calculate the precise form of antilogic runs the risk of diverting attention to the peripheral and hypostatizing what in actual practice is dynamic.
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              “All things produced by our own reason and ability, the true as well as the false, are subject to uncertainty and debate.“

              Montaigne, “Apology for Raymond Sebond”

              “When someone opposes me, he arouses my attention, not my anger I go to meet a man who contradicts me, who instructs me The cause of truth should be the common cause of both.“

              Montaigne, “Of the Art of Discussion”
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	One recent writer maintains that there is a split in the two speakers’ conceptions of the generic conventions involved, with Cleon speaking in a forensic and Diodotus in a deliberative mode. See Liu (1995, 19–20).

                        Google Scholar 
                

	We can see the debate here as the classic one for 5C Greek culture between nomos (the law) and phusis (nature), the latter in this case construed as human nature and its capacity for growth and development. This debate was directly related to Sophistic training and appears repeatedly throughout writing of the period; it is especially well represented in Euripides (see Kerferd 1981, 111–30; de Romilly 1992, 31–56, esp. 49).
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	I am once again using the Robinson translation. See also Freeman, 417–23.

                        Google Scholar 
                

	There are, of course, precedents for the incorporation of alternative positions within a single speech, precedents in the form of proleptic comments or rhetorical questions (see Demonsthenes’ “First Phillipic”). But typically, opposing positions or the voice of the “other” do not become much more than a shadow of the dominant argument. As for Plato’s antilogical tour de force in the Phaedrus, though the first two speeches are entertaining on their own and clearly in opposition to one another, their ultimate rejection in the palinode hardly seems in doubt.
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	In the next chapter, I will explore the origins of “suspended judgment” (epoche) in Hellenistic scepticism (see Schmitt 1972, Long 1974, Hankinson 1995).
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	With regard to offering respect and granting a hearing to all sides, my position is not quite the same as that of Wayne Booth, who encourages the readers of Modern Dogma and the Rhetoric of Assent to accept what there is no good reason to doubt (1974, 40). Booth’s position is in many ways similar to the Davidsonian “charity” of interpretation advocated by my friend Thomas Kent (1993). Protagorean theory would fully support the role of respect (aidos) in the process of communication but differs in believing that opposition is both an act of goodwill and an incentive to enhanced understanding.

                        Google Scholar 
                

	It is not necessary here to elaborate on the “conversational” aspect of antilogic because the conversational nature of rhetoric in general has been so thoroughly examined by contemporary scholars with an interest in the social context of discourse. See, in particular, Gregory Clark in Chapter 3 (“Writing in Conversation: The Conversational Model”) of Dialogue, Dialectic, and Conversation 1990.
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	Havelock spends a great deal of time in Chapter 8 of the Liberal Temper (“Human Opinion and Parliamentary Process”) distinguishing between the Protagorean and the Socratic approach to argument (see 191–239), a critical effort to which I am indebted. Along the way, Havelock also notes that when Protagoras points out that he has often participated in public debates (335a), the Sophist implies that some other form of debate besides the Socratic method exists (211). That alternative method is antilogic (see discussion of dialectic in Ch. 2, sec. 3).

                        Google Scholar 
                

	It helps to keep in mind that “dialogism” is an “umbrella term” whose meanings are both broad and changeable (Schuster 605; see also Morson and Emerson 131–33).

                        Google Scholar 
                

	In terms of formal logic, contraries (like black and white) may or may not be predicated by the some subject; but, according to the “law of contradiction,” they cannot be truly predicated by the same subject, at the same time, in the same respect (see Aristotle’s Metaphysics 1005b 19–20). With contradictories, on the other hand, the truth of one position requires the falsity of the other, so that disproving position A (the number 24 is odd) is sufficient to prove the contradictory position B (24 is even). See Lloyd 1966, 87–88. For discussions of the law of contradiction and its relation the “impossible to contradict” fragment (ouk est antilegein) and the human-measure doctrine of Protagoras, see Kerferd 1981, 88–89; Schiappa 134–40; and Chapter 1 above.
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	An alternative translation for aidos is “shame,” which some historians occasionally employ. But for obvious reasons aidos-as-respect is preferred here.

                        Google Scholar 
                

	An alternative translation of the middle sentence would be, “I think you should agree to discuss (amphisbetein) and not to fight (erizeiri).”
                

                        Google Scholar 
                

	Martin Buber argues that genuine communication involves a two-way transaction rather than one-way transmission. Moreover, he posits dialogue as the heart of the human condition, the means by which we acknowledge the authenticity of others (see Epilogue, sec. 2; Buber 1947).

                        Google Scholar 
                

	The motto of the Fourth International Conference on Argumentation (Amsterdam 1998) bears on this point: “to give in to a strong argument is a sign of strength.”

                        Google Scholar 
                

	My own reading of Trimbur’s provocative article is admittedly reductive in its focus on the kinship between the rhetoric of dissensus and the oppositional nature of antilogic. For a lively critique of Trimbur’s concept of conversational interaction and discourse communities, see Kent 119–123.
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	The foremost educational theorist of our own era seems to agree. John Dewey, in The Public and Its Problems, writes that “The essential need ... is the improvement of the methods and conditions of debate, discussion, and persuasion. That is the problem of the public” (208). See Cornel West’s The American Evasion of Philosophy (1989, 105).
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